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Nothing in this presentation should be considered financial, 
investment, or taxation advice. It is general in nature and does 
not take into account anyone’s personal financial goals or 
information. 

Sharesight does not hold an Australian Financial Services 
License (AFSL) and does not provide financial advice of any kind. 
Any opinions expressed in this presentation are the personal 
views of Doug Morris. Please consider consulting a financial 
advisor or registered tax agent or accountant before making any 
investment decisions.

Disclaimer





Performance and Tax Reporting

Automatic broker connections

Capital movements, dividends, FX tracking

Comprehensive corporate action handling

Local and overseas markets, funds, cash, 
custom investments

Cost effective, subscription pricing
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Why international?

In real terms, we’re talking about you achieving your 
personal financial goals

To build a diversified portfolio, within your risk/return 
expectations.

As investors, we want to gain exposure to industries 
and themes perhaps not available in our local markets.
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A bet on the future
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Asset allocation is a game of Keno
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And country selection is a game within a game
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Thanks to fat free Danishes



Vastly different long term investor outcomes

Index 20 Yr CAGR

S&P500 8.2%

DAX30 8.1%

Nikkei 225 6.3%

ASX All Ords 4.4%

ASX200 4.3%

FTSE100 3.2%

Hang Seng 2.5%



Highly correlated volatility



Finding drivers of return

Sector ASX S&P 500

Financials 30% 11%

Materials 18% 3%

Health Care 8% 13%

Industrials 8% 8%

Real Estate 7% 3%

Cons Disc 7% 13%

Energy 6% 3%

Cons Staples 5% 6%

Info Tech 4% 29%

Telecom 3% 11%

Utilities 2% 2%



S&P 493

Apple, Alphabet, Amazon, Meta, 
Microsoft, Nvidia, and Tesla account for 
29% of the market cap of the S&P 500.

But therein lies massive volatility, with 
Apple, Alphabet, and Tesla lagging badly



Aussie “don’t understand tech”

“The husband of CEO and cofounder Melanie Perkins, named the 

10th richest person in Australia, alongside his wife, with a 

combined wealth of $10.92 billion, told the AFR business summit 

last week that it was “obvious” the US-registered business would 

IPO in America because Australian investors “don’t understand 

tech as well, [compared to] higher multiples, more sophisticated 

investors in the US”.



If not for rich uncle “frank”

Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway is a prized example of this decision in action. Berkshire has generated circa 20 per cent returns on equity (ROE) for 

over 50 years and never paid a dividend. Most income investors would be aghast. But the result is that the equity grows each year by 20 per cent, and as 

long as the ROE stays at 20 per cent, the earnings also grow by 20 per cent per annum. That’s why Berkshire’s share price today is US$512,000 per share. 

If an investor needs some income, they can sell a share. 

If Warren and Charlie can generate 20 per cent per year on your shareholder money, why would you want them to pay it out to you? The best you might do 

is five per cent in a term deposit. It’s smarter to let Warren and Charlie keep the money and earn 20 per cent a year for you.
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AI has eaten the Danish
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Look for USD weakness - but don’t make it a strategy
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FX hedges even out over time and they can be expensive

Unhedged Hedged Var%

IVV 0.04% 0.10% 250%



Tracking performance is critical 

Being an international investor demands a higher level 
of portfolio monitoring

FX, geopolitical events, time zones all drive 
performance
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Sharesight converts all returns to desired currency
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Sharesight converts all returns to desired currency
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Classification flexibility
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ATO ready tax reporting



Accessing international markets
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International exposure is more expensive

Provider Tactic The catch

Neobroker “Free US trades” Fat FX clips

Neobroker “Low cost” Subscription fee

ETF “Passive, low cost” Higher fees

Bank broker “Safety” Expensive commissions
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W8-BEN is your friend



Insights from our database









Thank you!

Doug Morris

CEO

www.sharesight.com


